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MAY 27th 8:30PM EAST JENNINGS TERRACE 

zoe donnellycolt & ethan woods 



6 MOVEMENTS ON DRAWING (THE PILLOW ED ITION) 
dancing hannah duff any, mary gordanier, theo koppel , carolyn lewon, kaya lovestrand, ranleigh starling 
choreography zoe donnellycolt 
music ethan woods 
projection deidra hamid 
soundboard jonah lipsky 

ANIMALIA 
Introduction (La mb & Tyger) 
Crayfish 
Magpie 
Doe 
Falcon 
Octop us 
Horse 
Swan 
Wolf 
Turtle 
Waxwing 
performing lydia chri sman, jonas Finkel , mowgli g iannitti , atticus lazenby, jonah lipsky, ezra lowrey, bronwyn maloney, 
ho lly mutascio, kimberl y nucci, peter reale, julia rocha,jeremy stewart, ethan woods 
words and music ethan woods in collaboration with perfonn ers, with the exception of lamb and tyger, which are poems 
by williarn blake 
lighting jordan kaplan, rob post 
stage managing jonah lipsky 

AS IF I WERE A REAL DANCER 
choreography and dancing zoe donnellycolt 
projection deidra hamid 

16 SECONDS IN GNOMELAND 
choreography and dancing zoe donnellycolt , ethan woods 
lighting theo koppel , carolyn lewon 
sound design ethan woods 
soundboard jonah lipsky 

LIGHT MOVEMENT 
dancing hannah duffany, mary gordanier, kaya lovestrand, ranleigh starling 
choreography zoe donnellycolt 
music jordan kaplan 

ZOE WOULD LIKE TO THANK: 
terry creach, nick brooke, richard macpike, rob post, dan roninson, suzanne jones, dana reitz, susan sgorbati , ethan 
woods, jonah lipsky, jordan kaplan, deidra hamid, the welling townhouse, my dancers, my fami ly, and rriends. 

ETHAN WOULD LIKE TO THANK: 
nick brooke, dan roninson , kitty brazelton, bmce williamson, barry saunders, alien shawn, tom bogdan, suzanne jones, 
jeremy kiracofe, susan rei ss,john kirk, martha herr, jenny rohn, kirkjackson, trevor w il son, mth nelson, philip kraft, 
dan miller, zoe donnellycolt, the welling townhouse com muni ty of old and new, my extraordinary perfonners and crew, 
my loving fami ly, and my friends. 

thank you for all yo ur support, kindness, love, and feedback. 

FUNDED IN PART BY THE SEA 
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